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The Cold War Begins The Union in Crisis 

Section 2 

• Trace the growing conflict over the issue of 
slavery in the western territories.  

 
• Analyze the importance of the Dred Scott 

decision. 
  

• Explain how the election of 
Abraham Lincoln in 1860 led to 
secession. 

 

Objectives 
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Terms and People  

• Wilmot Proviso – proposed, but rejected, 1846 

bill that would have banned slavery in the territory 
won from Mexico in the Mexican-American War  

• Free-Soil Party – antislavery political party of the 

mid-1800s 

• Compromise of 1850 – political agreement that 

allowed California to be admitted as a free state 
by allowing popular sovereignty in the territories 
and enacting a stricter fugitive slave law; undid 
the Missouri Compromise 
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Terms and People (continued)   

• popular sovereignty – political policy that 
permitted the residents of federal territories to 
decide whether or not to allow slavery 

• Harriet Beecher Stowe – abolitionist author of 
Uncle Tom’s Cabin  

• Kansas-Nebraska Act – 1854 law that divided 

the Nebraska Territory into Kansas and Nebraska 
giving voters in each territory the right to decide 
whether or not to allow slavery 
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Terms and People (continued)  

• Dred Scott v. Sandford – 1857 Supreme Court 

ruling that slaves were property, the federal 
government could not ban slavery in any territory, 
and the Missouri Compromise was unconstitutional 

• Abraham Lincoln – Republican who was elected 

President in 1860 

• John Brown – abolitionist executed for leading an 

1859 attack on a federal arsenal in Harper’s Ferry, 
Virginia 

• secede – to withdraw formally from a membership 

in a group or an organization 
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How did the issue of slavery divide 
the Union? 

Regional differences in the U.S widened in the 
1800s, with the North developing an industrial 
economy and the South depending on 
plantation agriculture and slavery.  

In time, conflict over the issue of slavery led 
to the Civil War. 
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• Republican Abraham Lincoln said that 
African Americans had the right to “life, 
liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.” 

The Lincoln-Douglas Illinois Senate 
debates of 1858 crystallized the 
slavery issue for many Americans.  

• Democrat Stephen Douglas—who supported 
popular sovereignty—won the Senate race, 
but Lincoln gained national attention. 
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• Northern 
Democrats picked 
Stephen Douglas. 

• Southern 
Democrats chose 
John 
Breckinridge. 

• John Bell was a 
fourth candidate. 

Lincoln’s reputation for integrity gained him the 
Republican nomination for President in 1860.  
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With the 
Democratic Party 
split, Lincoln won, 
taking 18 northern 
and western free 
states. 

He won only 40% 
of the popular vote 
but 60% of the 
electoral vote. 















“…Can the people of a Territory…exclude slavery from their limits prior to the 

formation of a State constitution? I answer emphatically, as Mr. Lincoln has heard me 

answer a hundred times from every stump in Illinois, that in my opinion the people of a 

Territory can, by lawful means, exclude slavery from their limits prior to the 

formation of a State constitution. It matters not what way the Supreme Court may 

hereafter decide as to the abstract question whether slavery may or may not go into a 

Territory under the Constitution, the people have the lawful means to introduce it or 

exclude it as they please, for the reason that slavery cannot exist a day or an hour 

anywhere, unless it is supported by local police regulations. …If, on the contrary, they 

are for it, their legislation will favor its extension. Hence, no matter what the decision 

of the Supreme Court may be on that abstract question, still the right of the people 

to make a Slave Territory or a Free Territory is perfect and complete under the 

Nebraska bill. I hope Mr. Lincoln deems my answer satisfactory on that point.” 



Storming the Castle 











the Origin of the 

Republican Elephant 











As Lincoln said, As Lincoln said, 

Blacks are not “my equal in many respects—certainly not in 

color, perhaps not in moral or intellectual endowment. But 

in the right to eat the bread, without the leave of anybody 

else, which his own hand earns, he is my equal…and the 

equal of every living man.” The “zeal for the spread of 

slavery, I cannot but hate. I hate it because of the 

monstrous injustice of slavery itself. I hate it because it 

deprives our republican example of its just influence in the 

world—enables the enemies of free institutions, with 

plausibility, to taunt us as hypocrites—causes the real 

friends of freedom to doubt our sincerity…” 



//upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/0/01/ElectoralCollege1860.svg
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In time, four 
more states 
followed. 

Convinced that northern 
states would now control 
national politics, South 
Carolina seceded from 
the Union in December 
1860 and was soon joined 
by six other states. 

They formed 
the Confederate 
States of 
America. 

The Confederate constitution stressed each 
state’s independence and guaranteed the 
protection of slavery. 



"A party (Republicans) founded on the single 

sentiment...of hatred of African slavery, is 

now the controlling power." No one could 

any longer "be deluded...that the Black 

Republican party is a moderate party, It is 

in fact, essentially, a revolutionary party.“ 
-The Richmond Enquirer 











6.  the CSA chose Jefferson Davis as president 

























Presidency:  1861-1865   

Party:  Republican 
Age Upon Taking Office:  52 

Vice-President:  Hannibal Hamlin, Andrew Johnson 

Height:  6’4” 
Nicknames:                             

“Honest Abe”                        

“The Railsplitter”                     

“The Great Emancipator” 
Sound Bite:                             

“Whenever I hear anyone arguing for 

slavery, I feel a strong impulse to see it 

tried on him personally.” 

RANK—#1  

Fun Fact: 

Lincoln was our tallest president ever, and 

perhaps the ugliest.  A New York newspaper 

once wrote that “Barnum should buy and 

exhibit him as a zoological curiosity.” 

Abraham  Lincoln 

Birthplace:  Kentucky   
Education:  none   
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At first, 
Lincoln said 
he could not 
compel 
Confederate 
states to 
return to the 
Union. 

But then the 
Confederacy 
began seizing 
federal 
military bases 
in southern 
states. 

When Fort Sumter in South Carolina needed 
supplies, Lincoln told the Confederacy that he 
was sending food but no weapons. 









“An attempt will be made to supply Fort Sumter 

with provisions only, and that if such attempt be 

not resisted, no effort to throw in men, arms, or 

ammunition will be made without further notice, 

[except] in case of an attack on the fort." 



“We will lose us every friend at 

the North. You will wantonly strike 

a hornet's nest.... Legions now quiet 

will swarm out and sting us to 

death. It is unnecessary. It puts us 

in the wrong. It is fatal." 







Montgomery 

Richmond 



martial law   

in Maryland 



martial law    

in Maryland 
troops in 

Missouri 

troops in 

western Virginia 
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Confederates decided to seize the fort before 
the supplies arrived. 

  

The Fall of Fort Sumter marked  
the start of the Civil War. 

In April 1861, after the Union commander 
refused to give up the fort, Confederate troops 
fired on it until the federal troops surrendered. 




